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ABSTRACT: The purpose of this article is presentation patterns of masculinities, 
present in startup discourse, which as professional structures with new management 
models, belonging to the knowledge-based economy model, and are an example of 
organizations typical of the information society. The method used in the research 
was critical discourse analysis, and the sample included five reports published by (the 
largest institution reporting on the condition of the Polish startup ecosystem) the 
Startup Poland Foundation from 2015-2019. This paper is also an attempt to apply the 
heuristic framework of integrative theories of gender to interpret the results of the re-
search, from innovative organizational structures. The research results show that the 
symbolic dimension of startups is a significantly gendered space. The meanings at-
tributed to working in a startup are strongly related to hegemonic masculinity (fight, 
win, economic domination, expansion, risk taking), which is embodied by a few actors 
(e.g. owners of Facebook, Amazon). At the same time, the specificity of hegemonic 
masculinity is redefined in this context (e.g. physical strength gives way to intellectu-
al proficiency). There are also numerous appeals to practices in the startup discourse 
which could be associated with other gender constructs (cooperation, consent to make 
mistakes or creating wide networks of social relations). 
KEYWORDS: patterns of masculinities, gender, critical discourse analysis, integrative 
theories of gender, startup, gendered organizations
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to present the results of a critical discourse analysis, 
aimed at examining what patterns of masculinities are present in reports inform-

ing about the situation of the Polish startups organizations (and all startups ecosys-
tem), and by for what are characteristized this patterns.

Research focusing on issue of gender in various organizations has been intensively 
developed since the 70s of the 20th century (see Kanter 1977; Epstein 1988; Williams 
et al. 1992; Acker 1990, 1992; Connell 2006; Pacholok 2009; Siemieńska 2019). The 
vast majority of available studies focuses on the situation of broadly understood cul-
tural femininity (see Leszczyńska 2016; Bird & Rhoton 2011; Martin 2003; Alvesson 
& Billing 1992) interpreted intersectionally, and to a lesser extent masculinity, the 
initial analyses of which could be considered a “side effect” of research on femininity 
and women. However, what is especially important considering the purpose of this ar-
ticle, these analyses are usually embedded in the context of highly formalized organ-
izations, with classical management patterns, hierarchical structure, and specialized 
operating strategies. The analysis of masculinities patterns, which I undertake in my 
article, places gender in the area of startup organizations and supporting institutions 
(like foundations, universities, mentors) that are characterized by a completely differ-
ent specificity: non-traditional and non-hierarchical management models, a relative-
ly short period of developing your own business, undefined and stabilizing organiza-
tional structures, oriented towards generating innovative solutions that can be spread 
on the international arena, and also towards achieving high profits, using advanced 
technologies (Kulej 2018). 

The structure of the article is as follows. Part one provides an overview of research 
focusing on gender and organizational issues (especially high-tech), as well as key 
findings from empirical research. The second part is devoted to the discussion of the 
most important theoretical concepts relating to patterns of masculinities, as well as 
those relating to the subdiscipline of gendered organizations. The third part presents 
the methodology of the conducted research. The remaining two parts present the re-
sults of the analyses and place the research results in the theoretical and empirical 
context. 

GENDER IN THE CONTEXT OF TECHNOLOGICAL STARTUPS

An analysis of the literature on gender and startups proves that these organizations, 
along with their institutional environment (called the startup ecosystem), are not 
gender neutral. On the contrary, gender is a differentiating category for many dimen-
sions of startup activities. 

Numerous published statistical analyses allowed to illustrate the percentage of 
women and men in startups. The results clearly indicate the overrepresentation of 
men and the underrepresentation of women both among the founders of technology 
startups, but also investors supporting startups at early and later stages of develop-
ment, regardless of the analysed economic and cultural context (see Ashcraft & Blithe 
2010; Startup Genome 2019, 2020). 
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Another area of analysis that focuses on gender and startups is the owners motiva-
tions to start their business. In the case of men, starting their own business is caused 
by the pursuit of self-realization, and in the case of women, the effect of mediating 
between family (motherhood), personal, emotional and professional life (Marlow & 
McAdam 2012; Paolini & Dumai 2015).

An important area of research is the relationship between gender beliefs and ex-
pectations towards gender and the possibilities of obtaining funding for the operation 
of your own startup. Research Dana’s Kanze, et al. (2018) show, that startups run by 
women are much less likely to receive funding from venture capitals funds, including 
due to the stereotypical assignment of gender-related characteristics to owners. Dur-
ing the public presentation of the idea of developed startups, women are much more 
often asked by investors about what actions they will take to resolve crisis situations, 
having to convince the audience that their invested capital will be returned. Men are 
obliged to prove in discussions how their startup will be successful and how the in-
vested capital will bring profits (Kanze et al. 2018: 601–604). Such oriented questions, 
in a (startup) context in which the ability to take risks and maximize profits are re-
warded, create specific perceptions about each gender and place women in a subordi-
nate position at the stage of competition for financing (venture capitals) of their own 
business. The research by Ewens and Townsend (2020) also confirms the importance 
of gender stereotypes, showing that startups with the same specificity, run separately 
by women or men, are much less likely to obtain financing from male investors if their 
owner is a woman. The results of the above-mentioned studies are significant in the 
light of statistical data which show that in the USA (between 1990 and 2016), over 90% 
of investors are men (Gompers & Wang 2017). Ewens and Townsend observed that 
when the investor in a startup with female owner(s) is a different woman, these start-
ups are more successful, than if the investor was a man (Ewensa & Townsend 2020: 
2). The reluctance of investors to finance startups run by women is puzzling in light of 
the data showing that these startups are characterized by a lower degree of debt and 
a slightly higher profitability (see Demartini 2018; Illuminate Ventures 2010). From 
the research of Loren Henderson et al. (2015) follows that startups owned by men also 
receive significantly higher credit scores than do new firms owned by women in the 
opinion of banks (Henderson et al. 2015: 477). It should be noted that startups run by 
women not only receive support from financial institutions less often, but also apply 
for it less often (Kwapisz & Hechavarría 2018), which may be due to the awareness of 
the existing limitations. 

Interestingly, also for the same reason as in the case of venture capitals funds, men 
are much less successful at crowdfunding (which is a form of financing various pro-
jects, based on small voluntary contributions from the community, deciding to sup-
port the project of its choice). Women starting their own business are considered to 
be more trustworthy than risk-oriented men, so they are more likely to receive the 
support of individual founders who are guided in their choices by gender stereotypes 
(Johnson, Stevenson, & Letwin 2018: 826–827). This specific type of funding turns 
out to be more beneficial for women, because actors operating in this context fol-
low the logic of credibility, and diminish the importance of competences. The results 
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of research from the Swedish context confirm this general tendency and prove that 
women’s startups are usually based on informal capital (Abbasian & Yazdanfar 2015).

As writes Jeff Hearn, the still neglected area of empirical research conducted in 
the tradition of critical studies on men and masculinities (CSMM) are topics related 
to information and communication technologies, social media, artificial intelligence, 
robotics or, for example, big data (Hearn 2019: 58; see also Lohan & Faulkner 2004). 
Importantly, these areas are the domain of many technology startups and institutions 
indirectly surrounding them.

Research conducted in the context of small IT companies proves that the discourse 
on masculinity in this industry (in Canada) normalizes youthfulness, short and in-
tense character of individual careers, technological skills, contains numerous refer-
ences to metaphors related to sport, war and “being motivated”. In this context, aging 
means not so much age as fatigue with technical work, contributing to the departure 
of “veterans” from the industry (Comeau & Camp 2007).

One of the few studies examining masculinity in intersectional terms in the context 
of Silicon Valley (see Shih 2006), describes strategies of Asian men (and women) in the 
workplace as representatives of minority groups. Johanna Shih emphasizes the impor-
tance of different contexts in developing paths of resistance, such as: alternative and 
rich networks, based on gender and ethnicity, improving the situation of marginalized 
individuals different from those dominated by older white men, and a dynamic labor 
market (Shih 2006: 200–202).

The article by Marianne Cooprer (2000) is another example of research that breaks 
the silence about masculinity as a cultural and social complex phenomenon, in which 
the author focuses on studying the identity of men who are employed in Silicon Val-
ley and play the role of a father. Cooper shows that in the startup context, hegemonic 
masculinity gains a new character, it is based on specialist technical knowledge, many 
hours of work, leading to displaying verbal and physical exhaustion, thus proving his 
own commitment and endurance. The new hegemony diminishes the importance of 
physical strength and emphasizes the value of intellectual ability and resourcefulness. 
Work is performed in a “small team of great people”, and is also a kind of youthful play, 
oriented to win (overcome competitors) in the market and bring profits (Cooper 2000: 
381–387). According to Coooper, startups are characterized by “masculine ethic”, be-
cause it is assumed that employees do not have obligations other than those resulting 
from paid work, thus hindering the implementation of the model of engaged paterni-
ty, practiced by “Superdads” (Cooper 2000: 394).

In summary, empirical research in the field of gender and technology startups is 
often quantitative, statistical, and aims to describe the “state” of the situation. The 
processual, discursive or symbolic dimensions of this type of organization are analyz-
ed much less frequently. What is especially important, when gender is studied in the 
context of startups, many works focus mainly on women’s experiences, “gender ine-
quality” (see Wynn 2019) or “gender diversity” (see Kwapisz et al. 2014). Masculinity 
in startups, in the light of the available data, is usually captured in a one-dimensional 
and internally undifferentiated manner (e.g. the cited results of the works of Johnson 
et al. 2018; Kwapisz & Hechavarría 2018; Kanze et al. 2018). And most of the existing 
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research comes from highly developed countries, embracing the culture of the Global 
North (e.g. USA, Canada, UK, Sweden).

GENDER THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

At the end of the 20th century, a consensus developed on the basis of the discipline of 
gender studies, became the conviction that gender should be understood as a system 
that stratify social actors in intersectionally way (that is, intersects with various axes 
of inequality) and goes beyond individual properties (like gender identities, stereo-
types, etc.) (Risman & Davis 2013: 10). This system covers the level of organizational 
structures (see Gherardi & Poggio 2001; Britton & Logan 2008; Martin & Collinson 
2002; Avesson & Billing 2009), which are gendered by the (often) invisible processes 
occurring within them that differentiate the status of women and men, as well as the 
applicable norms and logic of work, organizational culture and many other dimen-
sions of the organization (Acker 2012, 1990, 2006). Which leads to the rooting and re-
production (in them) of a specific gender order and patterns (Connell 2006). According 
to Connell, gender patterns are active categories, they are not stable, and the relations 
between them are dynamic (Connell 2006: 838). In his classic typology, Connell distin-
guishes and defines four types of masculinity:

– hegemonic masculinity – characterized by heteronormativity, domination over 
women, children and other males, and the gender division of the labor market. 
For the remaining categories, it is a reference point, it can be embodied by few 
(Connell 2005: 77–78);

– complicit masculinity – which benefits from the gender order, although it does 
not achieve such a high status in society as hegemonic masculinity (Connell 
2005: 79–80);

– subordinate masculinities – includes male patterns that, for various reasons, 
do not meet the conditions of the previous two patterns (for example, men of a 
non-heterosexual orientation) (Connell 2005: 78–79);

– marginalized masculinities – they refer to any relation of domination and sub-
ordination (between hegemonic and subordinate masculinities, or between sub-
ordinate masculinities) differentiated by social class or ethnic origin, and occur-
ring in a specific context or (also in individual) situations (Connell 2005: 80–81). 

The hegemonic status is the subject of constant struggle between different types 
of masculinity that can be embodied by individuals, groups or institutions (Connell 
2005), and its content may undergo some changes (Connell 2003). However, the rel-
ative flexibility of the hegemonic pattern allows patriarchy to survive and reborn in 
different variations and socio-cultural contexts (Bridges & Pascoe 2014: 247).

In recent years, other model of masculinity have also been discussed and devel-
oped. One of them is the concept of hybrid masculinity (Bridges and Pascoe 2014). 
The authors of the construct, convinced that there are currently significant changes in 
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the gender order (based on the results of the analyses, see Messner 1993, 2007; Arxer 
2011; Messerschmidt 2010) and conceptualize a new pattern that, according to them, 
is characterized by fluidity in integrating and distancing oneself from particular prac-
tices, typically ascribed to marginalized and subordinated patterns (Bridges & Pascoe 
2014: 247), with the assumption that this procedure, in a specific situational context, 
may bring benefits (Messner 2007: 461). The fragmentary borrowing of elements of 
practices or identities by persons with higher status makes gender inequalities much 
more difficult to identify than before (Messner 1993). 

The literature on masculinities patterns also includes descriptions of inclusive 
masculinity (Anderson 2009; Anderson & McCromack 2014 2018), mosaic masculinity 
(Coles 2008), or sticky masculinity (Berggren 2014). The last of the enumerated pat-
terns is based on the author’s deliberations on the discursive construction, negotiat-
ing the position of the subject, and drawing the attention of CSMM on an important 
aspect reproduction of masculine.

One of the paths of maintaining the gender order, the processes that legitimize it, 
and gender patterns are the discursive practices of individuals (Martin 2003; Con-
nell 2006). Analyzing discourses and narratives allows one to learn about the dom-
inant values and norms prevailing in cultures and organizations (Gherardi & Pog-
gio 2001; Gherardi 1996). The concept of gendered organizations, developed over the 
years, suggests that the values and norms dominating in organizations (also present 
in language) should be viewed as closely related to the cultural meanings assigned to 
genders (Acker 1992: 568). According to Acker, gender subtext, which in her under-
standing includes the written and spoken word, appearing in all explicit and implicit 
discursive organizational practices (documents, notes, guides and many others), be-
come part of the organizational gender substructure (Acker 2012: 217). Thus, the texts 
describing the methods of operation of an organization (both scientific and non-sci-
entific) reproduce the gender patterns present in the organizational discourse (Bendl 
2014), which, as I assume in this text, can be discovered by examining the discourse of 
reports informing about the state of startup organizations.

If we assume that male patterns are the result of a recursive relationship between 
the actors’ individual identities and organizational structures (Risman 2004, 2011; 
Connell 2009), the structures of Polish startups, created in context of the information 
society and in line with the knowledge-based economy model, they can potentially 
be a space to engage in practices that construct patterns of masculinities with a new 
specificity. Moreover, recognizing the historicity, contextuality and situational char-
acter of gender (Connell 2006; Martin 2003; Ridgeway & Correll 2004), the context of 
startup ecosystems in a developing economy, a country in Central and Eastern Europe, 
may also redefine the meanings attributed to e.g. hegemonic masculinity, and other 
gender types in relation to him. It is also worth paying attention to the fact that Polish 
startups, as a new type of organization, actual are created and developed in the period 
of strong transformations and social polarization (e.g. activism of ecological and fem-
inist movements; technologization and digitization of processes inside companies; 
traditionalization and nationalization of public media discourse). The study patterns 
of masculine in such a specific social context that differs significantly from the insti-
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tutional and cultural environment of startups operating in the countries of the Global 
North (and from which a significant amount of research comes from) is the value of 
the analyses carried out in this paper.

METHODOLOGY

The purpose of this article is to examine and present what patterns of masculinities 
are present in the discourse of reports published by an institution describing the con-
dition of Polish startups, and what  characterized this identified patterns? For this 
purpose, I analyzed (1) practices to which startup employees are encouraged, (2) im-
ages (e.g. metaphors, symbols, values, ideas and icons) referred to in the discourse 
of reports, and (3) methods of presenting information and opinions in the examined 
documents. In the last part of my paper, I try to relate the results of my analyses to the 
specifics of the cultural and social context of Polish startups. 

The research method that I used in my research was critical discourse analysis. The 
discourse itself in social sciences is defined in many ways, and for the purposes of this 
text, I understand the discourse as the entire act of communication, consisting of ver-
balization (text), but also a range of extra-linguistic factors, participants, accompany-
ing situations of use, methods of production along with general psycho-socio-cultural 
context (Leszczyńska & Skowronek 2010). Moreover, I also consider discourse as a 
tool for constructing reality, a means of reproducing ideology and power (Jabłońska 
2006: 57). It is worth noting that masculinity as a construct (in Connell’s theory) is 
entangled in relations with power and domination, as is the discourse, the critical 
analysis of which is to reveal the relations of subordination and privileging.

The meanings given to social actors and practices undertaken by them, I will in-
terpret using gender interpretive frame, while at the same time relating them to the 
realities of the wider context in which the texts were created (gender order).

The selection of the sample was targeted choice and included all reports published 
by the “Startup Poland” Foundation from 2015 to 2019. In total, the collection of ana-
lyzed data included 5 reports, including four in Polish language and one (the last) in 
English language, with a total length of 437 pages. The Startup Poland Foundation1 
is the only institution, which conducts regular research on the activities of startup 
organizations in Poland. The analyzed reports present the results of quantitative re-
search and the number of respondents increased every year from 432 in 2015 to 1,235 
in 2019. Report partners were both state (PARP) and private (Google, Citi Handlowy) 
units. All analyzed materials can be downloaded for free online2. The content of the 

1 In subsequent citations, appearing under the abbreviation “SP”.
2 “Startup Poland. Raport 2015”: https://www.citibank.pl/poland/kronenberg/polish/files/Startup_Po-
land_raport_2015.pdf,

“Startup Poland. Raport 2016”: http://www.citi.com/poland/kronenberg/polish/files/Startup_Poland_
Raport_2016_16.pdf,

“Startup Poland. Raport 2017”: http://www.citi.com/poland/kronenberg/polish/files/Startup_Poland_
raport_2017.pdf,

“Startup Poland. 2018”: http://citi.com/poland/kronenberg/polish/files/raport_startup_poland_2018.
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analyzed reports was encoded using the MAXQDA 2020. The encoding technique was 
based on the indicative encoding, after which the codes were merged into broader 
categories.

RESULTS OF ANALYSES

The purpose of the analysed reports, as the authors write in the 2019 publication, 
was: “First and foremost, the aim has been to make Poland and Polish startups more 
visible abroad and to overthrow all the stereotypes that have dogged Poland from the 
outset. Only when Poland appears as one of the strongest countries in CEE region can 
we drive the change and draw attention of foreign investors and capital to our market. 
The data that we collect is our weapon in this challenge, therefore every startup that 
took part in any of our researches has a real chance to influence Polish startup ecosys-
tem on a bigger scale.” (The Polish Tech Scene. 5 years, 2019: 12). The structure of the 
reports consisted of parts reporting the results of proprietary surveys, describing the 
characteristics of various dimensions of startup organizations and their environment. 
Usually, each section was provided with the statements and comments of experts. Men 
constituted the significant majority of specialists commenting on the situation of the 
Polish startup ecosystem. Each of the reports has a methodological part describing the 
method of conducted the research. This type of practice can be interpreted as a proce-
dure aimed at authenticating the results and the validity of statements. Therefore, on 
the one hand, due to the research method used, these reports are partially scientific, 
on the other hand, due to experts statements – opinion-forming.

Men in lens of critical analysis discourse

Although it is not typical for discourse analysis to create numerical summaries, I de-
cided to start by recalling purely statistical data to illustrate an important tendency 
that appears in results. In all analyzed reports, the concept of “man” appeared twice, 
and “male” – five times. The concept of a woman in its various possible variants (in-
cluding also the English versions) appeared 46 times. 

Looking quantitatively at the researched texts, masculinity and men, in the light 
of the analyses of reports, constitute an almost invisible category. Only in a few cases 
do they appear as a separately described phenomenon. Women, as a separate social 
category in startups, were described much more often and more precisely. However, 
this fact does not mean that there are no men among startup co-creators. The men 
in the reports are the silent, invisible majority. This is also evidenced by the statis-
tics included in the report, which show that the number of management boards of all 
surveyed startups consisting exclusively of men ranged from 71.1% to 75.4% over the 
years. Masculinity and men function as “taken for granted” categories, that is, their 
presence in startups is widespread and does not need to be problematized. Being a 

pdf,

“The Polish Tech Scene. 5 years” (2019): https://www.startups2019.startuppoland.org/.
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point of reference for other actors playing in the field, they constitute the background 
on the basis of which other elements of the startup ecosystem are listed.

In the first of the reports, to describe startups run by men and startups managed 
by mixed teams (women and men), the culturally related attributes of gender were 
referred to using the terms “skirts” and “slacks”, emphasizing gender duality. Also, 
the headline “Skirts vs. slacks” signals their opposing and even competitive character. 
Although the authors summarize the differences between these two types of startups 
as “slight / insignificant” in the following, they are exposed by recalling the elements 
of clothing, as a gendered artefacts.

When analysing the discourse, the suggested procedure is to evaluate the content 
in the vicinity of which the topics of interest to us occur (Lisowska-Magdziarz 2007). 
In the reports of Startup Poland, among the distinguished characteristics, there were, 
among others being a woman, being a person from abroad, being a representative of 
the scientific community, as well as belonging to a given age group. Based on these 
elements, it is possible to describe a constellation of “background” traits: “non-fem-
inine”, “non-foreign” and “non-scientific” and age other than 20-40 years. Relating 
the content of the reports to the context in which they were created, we can interpret 
the majority as masculine, Polish, pragmatic / business / entrepreneurial and in (re)
productive age.

Men, as a category in itself, have not been examined for internal complexity, unlike 
women, for whom a more detailed characterization has been taken. In one of the re-
ports includes information about their marital status or the number of children:

More than half of the respondents admitted that they were in a relationship (for-
mal or informal) at the time of registering their business activity, and 45% of 
respondents already had children at that time. Every fourth woman, starting her 
career in business, was single, and about 1 in 8 raised a child (or children) alone. 
(SP 2017: 9)

There was no distinction between men into subcategories relating to family or per-
sonal life. The man presented in opposition to the feminine, and is object unrelated to 
the family, reproduction, or private life.

Gendered categories in startup discourse

Analysing the metaphors featured in the reports, startups can be interpreted in terms 
of an “child of entrepreneur” whose proper development is the main life goal of the 
“father”. The text repeatedly contained phrases relating to a wide range of parenting 
experiences, such as: “incubator”, “they were fledgling startups”, or “stage of devel-
opment”. In the discourse of reports, startups are personified, they acquire human 
characteristics (like DNA), and are presented as a product of human procreation and 
creation of an entrepreneur, playing the role of a child in a symbolic space.

Each Partner’s DNA has something that startup entrepreneurs need the most: 
capital, knowledge, energy and development. (SP 2017: 11)

The only examples of presenting masculinity in detail in the statistical results in-
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cluded in the report relate to business practices in startups run by men. It turns out 
that the organizations they manage less often use mentoring, more often act alone 
and sell to business customers, and produce “software” (SP 2015: 31). Masculinity is 
characterized only in the context of business and ways of cooperation. It is worth 
noting that directing your offer to business customers (not individual) and selling 
“software” are the strategies that bring the fastest profits. That means that male teams 
more often undertake practices thanks to which they gain access to key financial re-
sources in this context. 

Analysis of comments, relating to the practices undertaken by particular genders, 
showing men as persons who are less willing to admit their unawareness, taking ad-
vantage of other people’s advice, or the guidance of experienced social actors. Mascu-
linity is therefore the practice of striving for self-sufficiency and independence. In all 
reports, we can find multiple incentives directed towards startup owners, encouraging 
them to cooperate with various actors (scientists, investors, clients), create wide social 
networks, frequently use mentoring or appear at industry meetings. This context em-
phasizes the importance of networking, therefore the strategies undertaken by men in 
the dimension of social relations are not assessed positively.

Another feature that can be inferred from presupposition is the tendency to high or 
over-assess the value of one’s own enterprise. 

On the basis of the available data, however, we cannot state whether the higher 
valuations of “male” projects result from greater courage in estimates or the ac-
tual value of the company, especially since the declared revenue growth rate is 
only slightly higher in “slacks.” (SP 2015: 32)

“Skirts”, on the other hand, use mentoring much more often (or admit it more 
often!). (SP 2015: 32)

The credibility of the survey is based on the assumption that the declarations of our 
respondents are true. In the cases described above (presupposition), the authors sup-
pose that “being a man” may be a factor “censoring” the answers, and therefore they 
assume caution in interpreting the obtained results. The fact that in 2015 the authors 
of the report were only women may also be significant. What has been attributed to 
masculinity in startups is not always an adequate belief about the value of one’s own 
enterprise. 

The analysis of the discourse of reports the Startup Poland foundation, showed that 
the language describing the desired values in such organizations is also gendered. One 
of the foundations of the activity of startup organizations is the desire to generate 
innovative solutions. The word – innovation – can be read in each of the reports from 
about 50 to 100 times, in its various varieties and contexts. 

In the reports examined, innovation is perceived as something completely new, 
so far unprecedented, unique, but also transforming the current state of affairs. The 
opposite of this concept is “imitation”. In the analysed texts, innovation has been 
associated with communication and information technologies, science, R&D, ecosys-
tems, the culture of innovation, globality, entrepreneurship or patenting solutions. 
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The category of innovation in reports is both a feature of certain human practices or 
processes, but also a property assigned to specific solutions / inventions. Innovation 
in the startup ecosystem (regardless of which dimension it covers) is one of the key 
values that companies which want to achieve success should be oriented.

Every year, the Foundation’s reports carefully monitored the number of people em-
ployed in Polish startups who were of different nationality. Startup owners were en-
couraged to hire foreigners in the comments of experts. In reports, cultural diversity 
implemented at the level of employee employment was presented as one of the strat-
egies facilitating the generation of innovation. Argumentation proving its legitimacy 
was based on the indication of the possibility of reaping financial benefits and profits 
through access to a new source of competence and outlets along with an understand-
ing of their specificity. 

The benefits of employing foreign specialists are twofold – a startup not only 
gains competences, but also access to the network and insight into the needs 
of their markets of origin. In industries where the ability to flexibly respond to 
changing conditions is not only a virtue but also a necessity, a variety of points of 
view, methods of operation and environmental relations becomes an advantage. 
In a book store or a car repair shop, the benefits of international staff are gener-
ally not that visible – in a startup that makes its investment valuation dependent 
on the ability to expand abroad, this is a visible advantage. (SP 2017: 26)

Foreign specialists, in the network of connections takes the position of “gatekeep-
ers”, opening access to new capital and symbolic and cultural resources. Moreover, 
this opening offers a chance to gain a position of economic domination in a new field. 
Cultural diversity is thus becoming an idea “harnessed” to work for innovation. 

Another motive that emerged in the discourse analysis was to encourage startups 
to “global expansion” and promote it as a desired state. All terms related to the expan-
sion create a narrative in which entering foreign markets with your service is a symbol 
of victory, winning or achieving success.

This is especially true when serving enterprise clients; either you meet their de-
mands for constant availability, responsive customer service, and constant ex-
pansion... Or you’re left in the dust, overtaken by the competition. (SP 2019: 99)

The rhetoric of expansion it appeals to meanings with a colonial tinge, and brings 
to mind the economic conquest of new territories, increasing one’s own sphere of in-
fluence, and places the startups actors in the position of conquerors. 

In line with the startup dynamics, only a small percentage of projects will go 
through the entire process and reach the expansion phase. (SP 2017: 18)

This expansion also has its own individualistic variety. In the conducted analyses, 
it appears as an invitation to leave the “comfort zone”, overcome oneself, cross the 
boundaries inherent in “only our heads” and be tireless in struggling with one’s own 
weaknesses and encountered barriers.

If a company creates an organizational culture that highly values and cares about 
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the needs of its employees, trusts them and gives them autonomy of action, cre-
ates an inspiring workplace where people have a chance for self-fulfilment, it will 
start attracting the best talents from Poland and the world. It will start ahead of 
the competition in terms of speed. It will delight customers and investors. It is 
then that the founder will begin the process of pushing the limits of develop-
ment opportunities – first for his own, and then for his company. (SP 2017: 49)

The narrative appearing in the reports proves that not only the development of the 
organization depends on the acquisition of international talents, ahead of the com-
petition and the delight of customers and investors, but also the development of the 
person who founded it. The structure of this argument suggest that the company is 
“extension” of its owner.

The founders are slowly learning to draw conclusions from their failures and set 
up new companies with the hope that this time it will succeed, because the point 
is not to give up. (SP 2016)

Doing startups is all about making mistakes. (SP 2017: 8)

Personal development is possible thanks to the method of trial and error. The at-
tention of the recipients of the report is redirected from the effect to the very process 
of producing an innovative and powerful organization. Actors active in the startup 
ecosystem are encouraged to experiment, not to be discouraged by failures and to 
start new companies. Perseverance and dedication in pursuing a profitable and in-
ternational company are presented as important values. However, this argument is 
inconsistent and may cause dissonance. On the one hand, the goal of all activities 
in the startup should be oriented towards scalability, expansion, cost reduction and 
innovation, ultimately leading to the generation of significant revenues. On the other 
hand, in a situation where work does not bring the intended profits, and the business 
model turns out to be a failure, the process is presented as valuable, not the effect (at 
which all activities have been directed so far).

Startups also mean a certain attitude and culture. Its fundamental values are 
openness, cooperation, ambition, growth, risk and dedication. It is the risk of 
failure, inherent in the nature of conducting startup experiments, that makes the 
spirit of unwavering, responsible entrepreneurship mature the fastest and most 
fully among startups. (SP 2017: 9)

A practice that startup owners are often encouraged to do, it is constant taking 
risk and brave decisions. For the effective development of startup ecosystems and 
enterprises, “strength of spirit” and “persistence” in achieving the set goals are equal-
ly important. Moreover, the value of these practices increases significantly when the 
narratives accompanying the goals pursued by companies, compared to improving the 
world, are taken into account.

Founders start from different positions, with unequal access to capital and the 
time they can spend on making their dreams come true, and not all have moti-
vate improving the world. (SP 2016: 22)
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The discourse present in the reports creates a vision of the reality in which work be-
comes a path to self-improvement and self-development. In a comment by one of the 
experts, there is a comparison that indicates that finding and generating innovative 
solutions is like discovering cures for cancer. Although no one has succeeded in this 
so far, further attempts are still being made, the values of which are not questioned. 
If, however, any person were to engage in such an act, the health and soundness of his 
mind could be called into question by this argument.

Most research programs don’t discover cures for cancer. However, no one in their 
right mind will give up funding research: because the very process of experi-
menting, as long as it is not secondary, is a value in itself and can bring benefi-
cial, though unintended, results. (SP 2017: 9)

Searching for an antidote to cancer, which today is one of the most common causes 
of mortality, brings to mind the theme of salvation, redemption from misfortune and 
disease. More broadly, the language arguing the value of working in a startup is full of 
references to the vision of creating a better world, changing reality, and heroic actions. 
The advent of a better world may happen in this context by producing new solutions 
– mainly technological. 

The images described above are complemented by numerous metaphors referring 
to the theme of combat in its various versions. One of them is the fight understood as 
an individual sport, then it takes place in the “ring”, where the most important bat-
tles are fought for funding: “How many rounds of external financing have you used?” 
There are also references to team sports, where experts urge to build a team consisting 
of the best specialists from the beginning.

Another variant of combat is warfare / battle, in which the main goal is to recruit 
people who will help to “win” in the international “arena”. 

Companies cut a worthy piece of the market and defend it against the tempta-
tions of other players. (SP 2016: 68)

The language describing the context of startups actions present the many dangers 
which comes from the animal world, which can be seen through comparisons to the 
nature world (ecosystem, jungle, tigers, cockroaches, etc.)

However we still have a long way to go before we can talk with any degree of cer-
tainty about Polish entities of digital economy being tigers ready to emerge from 
the domestic jungle. (SP 2019: 100)

Actors of Polish startups are encouraged to engage in more aggressive practices, 
and surviving the most difficult periods in the startup’s life cycle, referred to as “going 
through the valley of death”.

During his visit to Warsaw, he paid special attention to the fact that we, Poles, 
must be more aggressive in promoting what we have. Customers from all over 
the world will not come alone, you have to hammer into them with doors and 
windows, but otherwise you cannot build a big business. Without aggressive pro-
motion, we will never get the “Polish Skype.” (SP 2016: 54)
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The metaphors used in the Foundation’s reports, which create the reader’s image 
of the described world, maintain the discourse of typical workers, which must prove 
physical strength, aggressiveness, and struggle.

DISCUSSION

The results of the analyses carried out confirm the tendency present in the literature 
on gender and startups, and show that the startup ecosystem is not a gender-neutral 
space. Gender in the reports of the Startup Poland Foundation is presented in a bi-
nary way, and masculinity and femininity are treated as opposing categories. Men, 
despite the fact that in all subgroups (investors, startup owners, experts) constitute 
a numerical majority in startups, their “direct” presence is distinguished only a few 
times, which makes them the background for events in the analysed context. This 
phenomenon has also been described in the literature so far as „invisible masculinity” 
(Kimmel 1993). While women were divided into certain subgroups (women who have 
/ do not have children; who are / are not in partnerships), men constituted a mono-
lithic, internally undifferentiated category, which is not related to the social networks 
of dependencies. Their non-professional needs, e.g. connected with family, are unno-
ticed, and the activity and agency of masculinity are present only in the public sphere, 
recreating the gender division of labour (procreation vs. reproduction) (Acker 1992). 
However, various studies show that men who take an active part in family life report a 
higher level of happiness and life satisfaction (Kimmel 2011: 164–191).

When analysing the gendered of the symbolic space of startup ecosystems, one can 
notice the presence of various patterns of masculinities, both in the structural and 
individual dimension. 

On an individual level, startup employees are encouraged to practice hegemon-
ic masculinity through numerous invitations to engage in fights, be aggressive, or 
compete, as well as show self-confidence to ultimately achieve winner status (on the 
market). The results of my research are consistent with the results of other studies, 
where masculinity in the technology industry was identified with self-confidence 
and the ability to achieve success (Wright 1996). As in the research by Cooper (2002) 
hegemonic masculinity in the context of startups, I gain a new quality, it is defined 
by commitment, persistence and stubbornness in carrying out specific tasks. In this 
context, the strength of physical muscles (associated with traditional masculinity) is 
exchanged for a force that internalizes and becomes a strength of spirit / personali-
ty strength. The linguistic layer contains many references to hegemonic masculinity, 
also through numerous comparisons of activities undertaken by actors, to behaviours 
present in sport, or to the vocabulary describing that context (see Kluczyńska 2010). 

Actors in startup ecosystems are motivate to look for creative, non-schematic, “out-
of-box” solutions (usually from the field of technology), looking for inspiration and 
initiating actions that ultimately translate into profits. In this way, startup employees 
are obliged to constantly demonstrate and prove their worth, which corresponds to 
the dynamics of hegemonic masculinity, which as a status is transferable, and there-
fore must be confirmed by many practices (see Pacholok 2009). The logic of maximiz-
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ing profits and minimizing costs means that in new, Agile management models (like 
“Lean Startup”, “Scrum”), the actors are subject to the performance regime.

In the startup ecosystem, through technocratism and the vision of work as a prac-
tice of heroic saving the world, cultural masculinity is spreading on a symbolic level.

Similarly, the category of “risk” can be read as gendered and put men and masculin-
ities in a privileged position.  The work model present in the startup (flexible working 
hours, no remuneration during the development period, non-standard forms of em-
ployment), on the one hand, may favor inclusiveness in the workplace (by activating 
people with caring roles in the family), on the other hand, has many points in common 
with the type of precarious work. However, the results of the research from the Polish 
context, shows that women more often choose stable work and long-term forms of 
employment, treating them as a source of a sense of security (Warat & Krzaklewska 
2016; Bhattacharya 2013). In startups, the feeling of uncertainty and responsibility for 
the risk taken is transferred to individual actors and their families. This model fits into 
the type of neoliberal economy, where the aim is to maximize market competitive-
ness, and work, due to factors such as uncertainty, lack of continuity of employment, 
limited level of protection or, for example, irregular remuneration – becomes a precar-
ious one (Warat & Krzaklewska 2016; see Patrick & Elks 2015; Duell 2004; Kalleberg 
2009). Due to cultural and biological conditioning but also specificity of work in start-
up, make them a space in which it is much easier to achieve success by practising the 
cultural patterns of masculinities described in the Connell concepts.

Statistics, referring to another important category for startups ecosystem, show 
that fields labeled “innovative” are mainly an area of men’s activity (see Młodożeniec 
& Knapińska 2013; Glass et al. 2013). As mechanical force, computational rationali-
ty and technology experts (Lindberg 2012) dominate in the areas STEM, innovation 
has been permanently associated with hegemonic masculinity and their areas of ac-
tivity. Authors such as Berglund and Thorslund (2012) believe that promoting men 
and certain forms of masculinity as the norm for innovation, and traditional male 
industries as places where they appear, minimizes the role of women and femininity 
by excluding them at work. As numerous studies show, the concept of innovation is 
strongly gendered, e.g. by creating a connotation between innovation and culturally 
understood masculinity (Blake & Hanson 2005; Marlow & McAdam 2012). Workplaces 
where actors are focused on caring, educating, and ensuring the durability of the so-
cial system, are much less often regarded as innovative. The effect of such a procedure 
is the exclusion of areas in which women have a numerical advantage and are the most 
active (e.g. education, health service, public sector) from innovation policy.

As already mentioned in the previous section, startups in the light of critical dis-
course analysis can be considered as an “extension” of an entrepreneur, while a num-
ber of terms describing activities undertaken in relation to startups refer to parental 
experiences. This thread can be interpreted in a differentiated way. On the one hand 
(taking into account the other elements of the discourse related to hegemonic mascu-
linity and its patriarchal character), this narrative can be read as referring to the father 
archetype (which would symbolically strengthen the aforementioned male pattern). 
On the other hand, rhetoric in which there are threads of caring for a dependent start-
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up (because it is “crawling”, is in an “incubator”) may be associated with hybrid mas-
culinity, or even with culturally understood traditional femininity. The correctness of 
such an interpretation may additionally be supported by numerous fragments that ap-
pear in the discourse, encouraging startups to show cooperation, create wide networks 
of social relations, or care for their employees. Startups can thus potentially constitute 
a space that favours the weakening of hegemonic masculinity in industries with a high 
degree of technology and facilitate the inclusion of previously marginalized groups. 
However, it should be taken into account that the authors of the concept of hybrid 
masculinity consider this construct rather as a new dynamics of relations between the 
genders, which, however, does not radically change the current gender order, but only 
reproduce systems of inequalities (Bridges & Pascoe 2014: 247). Moreover, it obscures 
the specifics of existing hegemony, making current forms of domination much more 
difficult to grasp. In favour of this interpretation, there may be arguments present in 
the reports, where it is suggested to create new teams in order to gain a competitive 
advantage and knowledge of the “tacit” type, resulting from access to an understand-
ing of the social context of potential customers. 

The present and often mentioned in reports category of “expansion”, directed to-
wards foreign markets, and considered in a structural dimension, may be interpreted 
as an incentive to dominate the economic space, and the dominance itself is one of the 
other practices that constitute hegemony.

In an economy based on expansion and international cooperation, Polish startup 
organizations, due to the high degree of monoculturality of the country and the sub-
ordinate status of Poland in the system of global economic and political forces, en-
counter more difficulties in achieving hegemonic status, compared to the countries 
of the Global North (Connell 2014). When analysing the reports, it can be seen that 
this status is reserved for organizations such as: “Facebook”, “Brainly.com”, “Apple”, 
“Twitter”, “eBay”, “Cisco Systems” and many others. Therefore, it seems more ade-
quate to consider the relations between Polish startups (led mainly by men) and other 
actors playing in the field as relations embedded in the dynamics of complicit mascu-
linity.

The results of the analyses showed that when we look at the discourse present in 
startups with sensitivity to gender issues, it turns out that this space, not only on the 
structural but also symbolic surface, is saturated with cultural patterns of masculinity 
that reinforce the gender order in a recursive and interconnected manner. Patterns of 
hegemonic masculinity are implemented by the biggest players in this field, i.e. com-
panies that were startups in the past, and which over the years have achieved global 
success, usually measured by the company’s stock exchange value. Practices that so-
cial actors are encouraged towards in startups often take on a partially hybrid nature, 
however, it cannot be clearly stated whether they strengthen or perhaps destabilize 
the current gender order. 

The topics discussed in publication probably do not exhaust all the possibilities of 
interpreting and explaining gendered the content of the reports. In order to examine 
more closely the masculinity patterns present in the startup discourse, analyses fo-
cused on individual, in-depth interviews with startup members, but also analysing the 
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content of formal documents (job advertisements, contracts, etc.), or the website of 
individual companies may turn out to be equally important. With reference to the pos-
tulates put forward by Ron Scollon (2001), it also seems valuable to undertake medi-
ated discourse analysis, enriched with in-depth interviews and observations, in order 
to develop a much more holistic vision of the issues discussed. A valuable comparison 
would also be guaranteed by research on the non-discursive practices of social actors. 
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